THEN

NOW

PORT CITY FUTURES

#PORTCITYFUTURES
CO₂ levels can be reduced

What about other gases?
WE CAN TRANSFORM: WE HAVE DONE IT BEFORE!
Rotterdam

Port City
As-a-lab

1. Port out - city in model
2. Living apart together model
3. Ultimate cross-over: enterprise-driven

Shared vision
RoBERTDaM

A.

Spatial Planning & Different Plans for Different Parts of the Port

B.

Historic Changes: Re-invent, or Disappear

C.

New Maritime Services

NEW
Rotherham
Bio Based
Energy Infra
Circular
Strategy & Finance

Alternative Fuels
CO₂↓

"The World Agrees"
-COP 21-

MAKE IT HAPPEN!
DECREASE IN: "HARBOUR FEELING"

INCREASE IN: TRANSPORT

50 Km.

PORT

CITY

ROTTERDAM
Rotterdam

We (are going to) have to change the port and city

But when?

30's 50's 70's 90's now!
PORT CITY FUTURES

**Rotterdam Maritime Capital of Europe**

- Uncontested Capital in 2030
- Excellence in all Six Pillars (<30km of City Center)

**Focus on:**
- Sustainability
- Innovation
- Knowledge
- Port-City-Relations

**Port & Logistics**

**Maritime Services**

**Offshore & Ship-Building**

**Commodity Trade**

**Innovation Ecosystems**

**Energy & Industry**
Rotterdam

Inclusiveness & Attractivity

We want affordable houses!

Sustainable building methods

Affordable housing

Social planning

Include me!

Land use

Including population

Digitization

Highly educated people

Include everyone
NAPLES:

EXPAND THE RAILWAY TERMINAL

ACCESS TO THE SEA-SIDE

USE EXISTING, HISTORIC BUILDING

BRIDGE RAILWAYS

CONNECT PORT & CITY

PORT CITY FUTURES

#PORTCITYFUTURES
NAPELS

COOPERATION & INNOVATION

JOINT RESEARCH

NEW IDEAS

EMPTY SPACES

ENTREPRENEURS

CREATIVE PEOPLE

ACADEMICS IN THE LEAD

OLD INDUSTRIAL AREAS

AWARENESS

PORT CITY FUTURES #PORTCITYFUTURES
THE SEA AS A COMMON GOOD
PORT OF RIGA

GOV's

UNI's

LOCALS

INCLUSIVE
PORTCITY
FESTIVAL

JOY
HARMONY
YOUNGSTERS

JOBS

HEALTH

#PORTCITYFUTURES
EXAMPLE OF SPORTING EVENTS

"GHETTO GAMES"

CREATING COMMON GOALS:
PORT & CITY
RIGA

ENTERPRISE & INCLUSIVENESS
FUTURE TO: WORK

THE PORT
NEW SCHOOLS
(ART)MUSEUM
NEW EXHIBITIONS!

LOCAL COMMUNITIES

WORK & LIVELINESS!

YOUTH: "WHY WOULD I LEAVE?"

#PORTCITYFUTURES
Bremen: Vision of an Ideal Port...

Learn from each other

Less competition

Work together

... on a European Level
BREMEN

INNOVATION & INCLUSIVENESS

TO: WORK & LIVING

CONNECT BUNDES-LÄNDER
(x16?)

MORE CONNECTIONS

ROADMAP & TIMELINE

NEW URBAN PRODUCTION

ALSO POLITICAL PRIORITIES

PORT CITY FUTURES

#PORTCITYFUTURES
GDANSK:

NEW PROPOSED EXPANSION

HARBOUR AREA

RECREATION & CITY LIFE
Gdansk

Citizens organize themselves to influence decisions
DUBLIN:
CONNECT PORT TO THE CITY

A:
SPACE FOR CULTURE!

B:
IMPROVE PORT CAPACITY